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Electronic transmission through a metal-molecule-metal system is calculated by employing a
Green’s function formalism in the scattering based scheme. Self-energy models representing the
bulk and the potential bias are used to describe electron transport through the molecular system.
Different self-energies can be defined by varying the partition between device and bulk regions of
the metal-molecule-metal model system. In addition, the self-energies are calculated with different
representations of the bulk through its Green’s function. In this work, the dependence of the
calculated transmission on varying the self-energy subspaces is benchmarked. The calculated
transmission is monitored with respect to the different choices defining the self-energy model. In
this report, we focus on one-dimensional model systems with electronic structures calculated at the
density functional level of theory. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2397676�

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular electronics is a field with increasing interest
and recent developments.1–17 In this field, the building block
is a molecular electronic transport junction, which consists of
one to few molecules immersed between two conducting
electrodes. This molecular structure responds to an applied
potential bias across the electrodes by allowing electron cur-
rent to pass through. The merit of this field stems from the
prospect of fabricating highly efficient electronic devices
harvesting the unique properties of single molecules.2,11,12,18

This may offer the ultimate miniaturization and accuracy
limit. The success of experiments in measuring charge trans-
fer through molecular wires �MWs� has also emphasized the
need for reliable theoretical modeling.

Computational modeling plays an important role in the
development of molecular electronics research. Computa-
tional studies provide significant insight into the electron
transport process. Different theoretical schemes have been
employed to model MW conductivity. Most are based on
viewing the conductivity as scattering events through the
molecule which connects two electronic baths.19–21 In this
description, conductance is related to the ability of the carri-
ers to pass through the sample. Transport is therefore deter-
mined by the scattering properties of the occupied electronic
states involved in the process under the influence of the ex-
ternal potential bias. This coherent process can be described
by concentrating on the molecular scattering states and the
probability of these states to transmit electrons through the
sample. This view is often referred to as the Landauer
scheme for describing quantum transport, which is widely
used for molecular conductance modeling.16,18,22–26

The first two ab initio descriptions of MWs, implement-
ing the Landauer view of conductance, employed

Hartree-Fock23 and density functional theory24 �DFT� levels.
Additional recent ab initio studies employed DFT to accu-
mulate information on the nature of the interaction between
the MW and the leads underlying the electron transport �ET�
process.27–29 More recent advances implement a refined ver-
sion where dynamical effects due to the conductance are in-
corporated by letting the electronic density respond self-
consistently to the electron baths and the applied potential
bias.25,28,30–35 This nonequilibrium description is a direct ex-
tension of the static Green’s function �GF� formalism. The
nonequilibrium GF �NEGF� scheme addresses a major ca-
veat in basic GF formalism, where the limitation of using an
elastic view of conductance is lifted. However, NEGF re-
quires an expansive solution for self-consistency of the den-
sity and the response to the potential bias. In this report we
focus on the convergence of the treatment of the molecule-
surface interaction for molecular conductance modeling
within the Landauer picture based on full self-consistent field
�SCF� electronic structure calculations.

The treatment of the molecule-surface interaction, where
the effect of the bulk on the molecular electronic states has to
be well described, is a fundamental challenge in modeling
molecular conductance. The coupling of a molecule to the
macroscopic electrodes mixes the discrete molecular levels
with the continuum of states in the metal. New molecular
states emerge from the high densities of the metal. Further-
more, conduction is an irreversible process that can be de-
fined only with the presence of the dissipating bath. Thus,
conductivity calculations need to address the interaction be-
tween the molecule and its environment in nonequilibrium
conditions.

The use of a truncated model in describing conductivity
leads to clear difficulties arising from the varying number of
electrons �due to conductivity� within the model. This has
been addressed by different approaches. The simplest in-
volves the jellium models for representing the leads.24,27,36,37a�Electronic mail: bdunietz@umich.edu
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More elaborate approaches use self-energy �SE� models to
represent the coupling of the molecule to the lead.38 The SE
matrices are projections of the bulk electronic properties of
the electrode, which is described by its chemical potential, to
a finite subspace under the influence of the adsorbed mol-
ecule. The quality and convergence of the self- energy mod-
els is expected to have similar trends at two levels of DFT
based theories.39 These levels include the more basic GF
formalism implementing the Landauer description and the
higher level implementation of NEGF methodology involv-
ing the response of the electronic density to the bias.

The SE models are defined by providing limits on the
device region and the bulk repeating unit. In principle, this
partitioning should not affect integrated calculated proper-
ties, such as conductivity, when the models used in the cal-
culation are well converged. However, if, for example, only a
margin of the surface, which is greatly altered by the adsorp-
tion, is included in the calculation, the model is bound to fail
in describing faithfully transport properties.

Clearly, the ability to provide a reliable description
where the effect due to model partitioning becomes negli-
gible depends on the inclusion of enough atoms of the elec-
trodes in the device region. It is well known, for example,
that thiol groups bond covalently to gold atoms. Therefore,
simple models where such gold atoms are included in the
electrode region �instead of the device region� are expected
to lead to substantial errors. This has been demonstrated re-
cently by Solomon et al. In their study large gold clusters
had to be included within the device to obtain converged
conductance descriptions.40 Note that their electronic struc-
ture calculations were performed at the semiempirical level.

Here we describe a rigorous study on the adequacy of a
widely used scheme for representing the bulk in conductivity
modeling. In this scheme the bulk is represented through
partitioning the model system implementing self-energies as
outlined below.25,28,32,34,41,42 The reliability of the approxima-
tions inherent in the model can be verified by varying the
partitioning for the same calculated electronic density. The
required conditions �defining the SEs�, where arbitrariness in
the transport description due to these choices is eliminated,
are determined. This determines the adequacy of SEs defined
for a variety of systems. In this study, various choices of SE
subspaces are used to simulate a simple MW extended be-
tween two bulk wires of gold or other metal atoms. In the
next section, we review the GF based formalism for calcu-
lating transmission. We then describe the molecular model
system used for benchmarking the convergence of the SE
models. The analysis of the convergence follows by focusing
on different factors crucial to the modeling. These factors
include the GF used to describe the bulk, the limit of the
device, the extent of electronic delocalization within the
bulk, and the size of the cluster model. This knowledge is
needed to implement converged and reliable transmission
calculations.

II. GREEN’S FUNCTION FORMALISM
FOR ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION

Most molecular conductivity calculations are based on
the Landauer description where molecular conductance is as-

sociated with noninteracting scattering electrons.21 In this ap-
proach conductivity is evaluated by integration over quantum
mechanical transmission,

I�V� = e/h� T�E,V��f l�E,�l� − fr�E,�r��dE , �1�

where T is the �molecular� transmittance function and f l and
fr are the Fermi distributions of the leads. The transmission
function peaks at different molecular electronic levels due to
scattering events through the conductor.

In calculating the transmission, the infinite system is rep-
resented by an extended molecular model. In this picture the
system is subdivided into three parts, i.e., the left and right
electrodes and the molecular scattering region.8,18,22–24,26 The
�semi-infinite� electrodes are represented by Green’s func-
tions calculated for these left and right sections. The effect of
the infinite bulk on the molecule is described by projecting
the bulk GFs �gl and gr� on the central molecule using elec-
tronic coupling terms to obtain the bulk self-energies ���:

�l�E� = �EScl − Hcl�gl�ESlc − Hlc� , �2�

where Hcl and Scl are the Hamiltonian and overlap electronic
bulk-device coupling integral matrices. The GF of the central
molecule is then calculated with the effect of the semi-
infinite bulk represented by the SE matrix:

Gc = �ES − Hcc − ��l + �r��−1. �3�

The bulk’s GF �gl� represents the electronic structure of the
semi-infinite electrode and can be calculated with a tight-
binding �TB� scheme:

gl = �� − �gl�
T�−1, �4�

where the electronic coupling terms between neighboring
units are described by � and the diagonal sub-blocks are
represented by �.

The TB solution for the surface GF �Eq. �4�� is acceler-
ated by solving for the surface and bulk GFs
simultaneously.43,44 In this implementation, recursion rela-
tions between the electronic coupling and the bulk’s GF are
used to efficiently treat the effect of an infinite number of
bulk layers:

�i+1�E� = �i�E�gb,i�E��i�E� , �5�

�i+1�E� = �i�E�gb,i�E��i�E� , �6�

gs,i+1�E� = �gs,i
−1�E� − �i�E�gb,i�E��i�E��−1, �7�

gb,i+1�E� = �gb,i
−1�E� − �i�E�gb,i�E��i�E�

− �i�E�gb,i�E��i�E��−1, �8�

where gs is the surface GF, gb is the bulk GF, and the process
is initiated by the electronic integral matrices calculated at
the appropriate DFT level with

gb,0 � gs,0 = �−1, �i,0 = �†, �i,0 = � . �9�

This calculation is repeated at every energy in the integration
grid. Alternatively, the effect of the metal can be assumed to
be constant in energy. This constitutes the widely used wide
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band limit �WBL�. An additional approximation is to assume
that the metal is dominated by a single band, which results in
a constant GF of the bulk. This may be implemented, for
example, for gold electrodes, where the density of states
�DOS� is dominated by the S band.18 These two levels of
bulk representations are employed and the effects of using
the corresponding SEs are compared and benchmarked be-
low.

The quantum transmission is then evaluated from the
device Green’s �Gc� and broadening functions ��l,r�:

45

T�E,V� = tr�Gc
R�lGc

A�r� . �10�

The broadening functions describe the effect of the random
scattering events in the metal contacts on the molecular
states. These functions are related to the coupling of the con-
ductor to the contacts �the self-energies� by

� = i�� − �†� . �11�

III. MODELS

The benchmarking is performed on a set of one-
dimensional model systems. The molecular device is based
on a linear chain of carbon atoms �cumulene� and is depicted
in Fig. 1. A chemically more complex system, where a pair
of electron withdrawing and donating groups is added, is
also considered. This is achieved by bonding a NO2 to one
edge carbon and a NH2 group to the other edge carbon. This
allows us to generalize the considered electronic structure
features that are important for electron transport properties.
These cumulenes are then bonded to one-dimensional elec-
trodes, as depicted in Fig. 2.

Conductance studies employing atomistic gold have
been applied, for example, to study magnetoresistance of
molecular devices.46–48 One-dimensional atomic bulk models
have been shown to reproduce dominant trends observed
with larger surface models employing the Landauer descrip-
tion as well.49 In addition, this is an important model system
simulating a single atom link between the thiol and the gold
surface which exists in several experimental setups as indi-
cated by Tao and co-workers.50,51 In their experiments, a
scanning tunneling microscope �STM� tip is used to pull a
string of gold atoms off the surface,52,53 leading eventually to

the ability to bind a single dithiolated molecule between two
fragments of a gold atom wire. In addition we also consider
variants of these systems where the bulk consists of Al atoms
and/or the molecular geometry is allowed to bend out of the
line defined by the electrodes. Transmission calculations
implement the Green’s function formalism as described
above on these different systems, where the transport is con-
sidered to occur through the molecular device immersed be-
tween the two semi-infinite bulk materials. Below we focus
on results obtained with the gold model. The other consid-
ered systems feature similar trends.

Within the GF formalism the effect of the infinite bulk
on the molecular system is achieved by projection on pre-
defined subspaces. This involves calculating the bulk’s self
energy models. Therefore, the implementation of the Green’s
function formalism requires several choices. These define the
size of the immersed device, namely, the number of metal
atoms included in the device region. Next, a decision on the
size of the electronic structure matrix, which is used to rep-
resent the bulk, must be made. This is equivalent to studying
the extent that delocalization effects in the metal are impor-
tant to describe correctly the bulk-conductor interaction. In
the TB scheme, a smaller repeating unit implies more trun-
cation of such long range effects. The TB calculation is
implemented with the � and � parameters �see Eq. �4�� ob-
tained at the DFT level described below.

The choices that define the partition of the system are
illustrated in Fig. 2. In the figure, M is the number of metal
atoms included with the device and L is the total number of
gold atoms included in the electronic structure calculation. N
is the number of bulk atoms included in the repeating TB
unit. The size of the TB period defines the extent of trunca-
tion of long range electronic integrals included in the � and
� TB parameters. In this scenario, for example, all basis
functions on atoms which are more than N+M layers away
from the edge �but still within L� are not included through
the TB expansion. It is useful to note that this scheme does
not vary the nature of the repeating unit but merely is a tool
to determine the extent of electronic integral truncation
within the coupling terms. A set of these three numbers de-
fines the self energy model used in the transmission evalua-
tion and will be referred to below by L�M�-N. Clearly for

FIG. 1. The molecular systems considered include a cumulene bonded be-
tween gold or aluminum wires. In addition we have considered a function-
alized cumulene as indicated by the NO2 and NH2 polarizing groups added
to the edge carbons. We have also considered bent structures where the
cumulene is not on the line defined by the two electrodes.

FIG. 2. The self-energy models are defined by three integer values as indi-
cated in the figure. L denotes the total number of metal atoms included in
the cluster calculation for representing each electrode. M is the number of
metal layers included with the device after partitioning the system and N
defines the length of interatom interactions included in defining the bulk.
The subspace defined by N is the repeating unit assumed for the periodic
bulk material.
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sufficiently large L, M, and N values the model choice be-
comes converged as it does not introduce arbitrariness into
the resulting calculated transmission. In the discussion below
we study the radius of convergence of these choices for
transmission calculations.

Electronic structure information is obtained for cluster
models including the molecule and finite metal wires as de-
scribed above. Twenty-four metal atoms are included on each
side of the considered molecule, unless otherwise noted, at a
density functional level of theory. The DFT calculation em-
ploys the B3LYP functional54,55 with a LANL2DZ ECP basis
set56 for the transition metal atoms and 6-31G for all other
atoms. In all electronic structure calculations, the overall
spin and charge of these systems, unless otherwise stated, is
a neutral singlet. The electronic structure calculations were
implemented using a prerelease version of QCHEM 3.0 �Ref.
57� and the transmission calculations were performed with a
code developed in our group.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Device (M) convergence. We begin our benchmarking
discussion by inspecting the convergence of the SE models
with respect to M. This corresponds to the part of the elec-
trode where screening effects and relaxation due to the ad-
sorption are dominant. Therefore, M corresponds to the num-
ber of gold atoms included in the contact region. Namely, we
are considering the depth to which the surface adsorption
causes a significant perturbation on the electronic structure
of the electrode layers. First, we consider the plain nonpolar
cumulene bonded between two gold atom chains. The calcu-
lated transmission functions are described by projection on a
color contour, where the bright color region corresponds to
T=1 and darker regions represent smaller transmission am-
plitudes. This allows us to follow clearly the convergence of
a calculated series of transmission functions.

Figure 3 provides the projected calculated transmission
functions for different M values with the L and N values kept
constant �L=24 and N=2 �left part� or N=3 �right��. All
transmission plots involve a single peak near the Fermi en-
ergy �FE� of the bulk electrode. At the WBL level of bulk
representation there is no influence on increasing the bulk
period size �N value�. This is confirmed by comparing the
two parts of the figure. However, the plots highlight a parity
divergence, where the height of the peak converges differ-

ently depending on whether M is odd or even. Therefore, the
use of SE models calculated with the WBL description for
the bulk must ensue in arbitrary performance which depends
on the M value.

Next we consider the same sequence of transmission
plots with, however, a full TB treatment of the bulk. Figure 4
describes the corresponding plots. With the TB bulk treat-
ment, it is apparent that the odd-even parity can be lifted.
However, while most of the disparity is eliminated already
with N=2 plots �left side of the figure�, almost complete
elimination of the remaining divergence is demonstrated
with an N odd value �N=3 in the right side�. This small M
parity with even N is removed only for a large enough N
value. Namely, with odd N values a much faster convergence
of the transmission plots is generated. This trend is demon-
strated in Fig. 5, where the functionalized cumulene is con-
sidered. In the figure we follow the differences between de-
vices defined with odd and even M values �4 and 5� when
coupled with an even or odd bulk N value. In part �a� the
transmission curves with even N values are shown to reduce
the parity only at N=6 or 8, where the two curves with N
=2 are shown to differ substantially. In part �b� the use of an
odd N parameter leads to a faster convergence at N=3 or 5.
In �c� the convergence of the odd and even with sufficiently
large N cases is demonstrated. Next, we further consider the
generality of the observations by calculating the M sequence
of the transmission plots with the more complex cumulene
which involves the polarizing groups.

The M dependence plots of the functionalized cumulene
using the WBL and TB approximations for modeling the
bulk are provided in Fig. 6 �WBL� and 7 �TB�. The trans-
mission plots in the figures are calculated with a small imagi-
nary shift value �smear factor� added to the Hamiltonian of
the device region when solving for the device GF as in Eq.
�3�. For the curves in part �b� �right side� a larger device shift
factor is employed. This larger value further “smears” the
electronic structure features of the MW and therefore high-
lights the main features of the molecular transmission pat-
tern, where the dominant broadening effects due to the bulk
are emphasized.

Indeed, the polarized cumulene transmission plots fea-
ture more structure as expected when compared to the plain
cumulene results. However, the main observed transmission
features confirm our discussion comparing the TB and WBL
based approaches. Namely, the use of the TB model in cal-

FIG. 3. Color-coded transmission plots of the nonpolar cumulene calculated
with varying the space of included gold atoms with the device �M�. The bulk
is represented by the WBL approximation. The sizes of the repeating period
of the bulk are �a� 2 �N=2� and �b� 3 �N=3�.

FIG. 4. Color-coded transmission plots of the nonpolar cumulene calculated
with varying the space of included gold atoms with the device �M�. The bulk
is represented by an explicit TB calculation. The sizes of the repeating
period of the bulk are �a� 2 �N=2� and �b� 3 �N=3�.
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culating the bulk’s GF results in a converging model. Evi-
dently the performance of the crude WBL approximation for
describing the bulk �Fig. 6� in the calculation of transmission
through the polarized cumulene is even worse than for the
nonfunctionalized cumulene. The WBL plots clearly demon-
strate a divergence that cannot be reduced by increasing the
N bulk parameter. This observation is confirmed also as out-
lined above after using a a larger shift factor. This factor is
added to the device Hamiltonian in obtaining its GF. The
same observations on the WBL divergence of the transmis-
sion function are maintained with the larger factor �see Figs.
6�a� and 6�b��. The TB curves illustrated in Fig. 7, on the
other hand, provide a convergent series.

Next we comment on the origin of the difference in the
M performance for the WBL and TB based models. In WBL,
the device transmission pattern is determined by the parity of
the last atom included in the device space. The coupling to
the simplified bulk models in the WBL is unable to compen-
sate for the device electronic structure differences between
including an even or odd number of bulk atoms in the device
subspace. This situation is rectified by using a more complex
bulk GF generated by the explicit TB treatment of the bulk.
Namely, the TB is capable of producing a consistent descrip-
tion by appropriately coupling to a variety of electronic
states in the device region as evident from the M series trans-
mission plot. These trends persist in both singlet and triplet
spin coupling schemes. This has been confirmed by perform-
ing a variety of specialized transmission function evalua-

tions. We note, however, that TB still produces a small di-
vergence with respect to the M factor. The effect of this
small divergence on calculated conductance or I-V plots is,
however, negligible. In addition, this can be further reduced
by increasing the N parameter. However, the M convergence
is slower for even values of N, while the performance of M
series with odd values of N is shown to provide a faster
converging set of plots.

Most of the remaining M value related divergence ob-
served at the TB level is in the form of minor changes in the
transmission function at around −7.6 eV, which are empha-
sized by the smaller shift factor �Fig. 7�a��. The smaller shift
factor allows expression of these features in the transmission
plots. These originate from the electronic DOS of the gold
atoms included with the device. The number of these local-
ized peaks increases with the number of gold atoms included
within the device. However, their overall contribution to con-
ductance is minute since these are not broadened signifi-
cantly and are well distant from the FE. Overall, it is impor-
tant to note that both sets are shown to converge to similar
transmission patterns. Therefore consistent conductivity plots
correspond to these converged M value series. To summarize
this discussion, the crude description employing the WBL
approximation for the bulk fails to provide consistent trans-
mission with respect to the device parameter. This highlights
the need for the more accurate TB description of the bulk.
These observations are noted also for the calculated trans-

FIG. 5. Transmission plots of the polar cumulene. The disparity between using four or five gold atoms in the device is compared for different choices of the
bulk parameter �N�. Transmission �a� for even N value convergence at N=8 and �b� for odd N value convergence at N=5. �c� Converged transmission for odd
and even N at N=5 and N=8.

FIG. 6. Color-coded transmission plots of the polarized cumulene calculated
with varying the space of included gold atoms with the device �M�. The bulk
is represented by a WBL approximation with �N=3�. The shift factors used
in calculating the device GF are �a� 0.001 eV and �b� 0.01 eV.

FIG. 7. Color-coded transmission plots of the polarized cumulene calculated
with varying the space of included gold atoms with the device �M�. The bulk
is represented by an explicit TB calculation with �N=3�. The shift factors
used in calculating the device GF are �a� 0.001 eV and �b� 0.01 eV.
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mission of the other systems considered in this work. Next,
we study the convergence of the bulk size parameter in-
cluded in the TB model.

Bulk (N) convergence. We now turn to study the conver-
gence of the SE models with respect to the size of the space
used to define the repeating unit in the bulk’s TB calculation.
A larger N factor allows a more complete description of bulk
electronic delocalization effects through the TB parameters,
where electronic integrals over atomic orbital indices with
larger inter-bulk-atom distances are included. This is the size
of the subspace that is considered to be the repeating unit in
the bulk periodic material. The transmission curves calcu-
lated with varying N values and setting M =3 and L=24 are
plotted in Fig. 8. The provided plots demonstrate an overall
fast convergence with respect to this bulk unit size param-
eter. The two parts of the figures correspond to different shift
factors which are used with the bulk’s GF calculation.

We first focus on the plots provided on the left side of
the figure, which employ the smaller bulk shift factor. Sev-
eral features related to the bulk model are shown to converge
slowly with the N value. These are manifested as strongly
localized deep wells and peaks of the overall transmission
plot, which are eliminated when a large enough bulk is in-
cluded. This demonstrates the effect of using a truncated
bulk model for describing a metallic system. Only large
enough models, which include enough of the bulk long range
interactions, can better describe the delocalized nature of the
metallic bulk. We note, however, that these discretization
effects also have only a marginal effect on the integrated
transmission �of course only when a sufficiently large bulk
space is used�.

These cluster effects in the bulk model can also be
treated within the bulk GF calculation. With the larger smear
factor the convergence of the curves is even faster with N
=3 or 4 as provided in the right part of the figure. These
observations are also consistent for all the considered sys-
tems, including the Al bulk calculations, the various molecu-
lar orientations, and the polarized and plain cumulene sys-
tems. We next turn to study the effect of the cluster model
size used in the electronic structure calculation on the evalu-
ated transmission.

Electronic structure cluster model (L) convergence.
Next, we consider the effect of using a truncated cluster
model for describing the interaction of the bulk with the
transporting molecule. This is implemented by repeating the

transmission calculation with varying numbers of bulk atoms
included in the electronic structure calculation. This amounts
to repeating the evaluation of the supermolecule electronic
structure with a modified L value. The transmission plots
where N and M are each set to 3 and with the changing L
values are provided in Fig. 9.

In Fig. 9 different limits for the odd and even cases of
the L value are demonstrated. It is also apparent that fast
convergence is exhibited for the even and odd cases sepa-
rately. Not more than three atoms over the size defined by
N+M are needed to converge each of the odd or even series.
The few atoms added beyond N+M atoms reduce small edge
effects. These edge effects are shown to only shift or increase
moderately the transmission peaks. As noted above, how-
ever, the results indicate a disparity of the transmission be-
tween the odd and even L values. This divergence originates
from the open shell character of the gold atoms. This is in-
dicated also by simply noting that the highest occupied mo-
lecular orbitals-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
�HOMO-LUMO� gap and energies depend on the parity of
the number of gold atoms included in the electronic structure
calculation. Therefore, an essentially different transporting
material is modeled by merely choosing the number of gold
atoms in the cluster model calculation. This stems from the
different inter-atomic spin coupling schemes involved with
varying the parity of the number of open shell metal atoms
included in the model.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Transport between two metallic bulks through molecular
systems can be viewed as a coherent process involving the
whole system. In order to treat this at a �at least� well con-
verged qualitative level a large enough cluster model repre-
senting the bulk must be included in the electronic structure
description. This must include in the device the dominant
terms describing the chemical changes induced by the ad-
sorption of the molecule to the bulk surface. In this report we
have studied the convergence of self energy models that rep-
resent the influence of the bulk on the molecular electronic
levels and their effect on transport through these levels.

We have considered different model systems consisting
of Al and Au electrodes and molecular cumulenes where po-
larizing groups have been added. The polarizing groups al-

FIG. 8. Color-coded transmission plots of the polarized cumulene calculated
with varying the size of the repeating unit for describing the bulk. The
device space is set constant �M =3�. The shift factors used in calculating the
bulk GF are �a� 0.001 eV and �b� 0.026 eV.

FIG. 9. Color-coded transmission plots of the polarized cumulene calculated
with varying the number of gold atoms included in the model used in the
electronic structure calculation �L�.
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low consideration of richer transmission functions. We have
also varied the considered orientation of the MW with re-
spect to the electrode. The effect of choosing the regions
within the cluster model used to represent the bulk and the
device has been studied. This benchmarking study provides
the underlying conditions for defining self-energy models
that lead to a consistent calculated transmission function.

Arbitrary �nonconvergent� results emerge when chemi-
cally modified electrode atoms are not included within the
device region. Furthermore, the different levels for represent-
ing the bulk through its approximated Green’s function may
also lead to arbitrary results even when working with suffi-
ciently large device regions. This is demonstrated by com-
paring the transmission calculated with the bulk represented
at a WBL approximation to a DFT based TB treatment. It is
shown that most of the numerical divergence introduced by
the crude WBL level can be corrected by using an appropri-
ate explicit TB approach. We have also seen that the overall
cluster model which is used to describe the bulk must be
defined carefully as this may entail representing conducting
materials with different electronic structure. This is related to
the open shell nature of the gold atoms and also depends on
whether the molecule is chemically bonded to the surface or
only physisorbed. Additional studies for generalizing the rec-
ommendations for constructing converged self-energy mod-
els to more than one dimensional studies are required. We
will also implement more sophisticated self-energy expres-
sions, that allow more rigorous treatment of the strong inter-
action between bulk atoms and the conducting molecule.
This will further enhance the convergence of the SE model
with respect to the sizes of the different considered models.
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